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Abstract
The sub-barrier capture reactions following the neutron pair transfer are proposed to be used for
the indirect study of neutron-neutron correlation in the surface region of nucleus. The strong effect
of the dineutron-like clusters transfer stemming from the surface of magic and non-magic nuclei
18O, 48Ca, 64Ni, 94,96Mo, 100,102,104Ru, 104,106,108Pd, and 112,114,116,118,120,124,132Sn is demonstrated.
The dominance of two-neutron transfer channel at the vicinity of the Coulomb barrier is further
supported by time-dependent mean-field approaches.
PACS numbers: 25.70.Jj, 24.10.-i, 24.60.-k
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I. INTRODUCTION
Two-neutron transfer reactions such as (p,t) or (t,p) have been used for many years in
order to study the nucleon pairing correlations in the stable nuclei [1, 2]. The corresponding
pair transfer modes are usually described in terms of pairing vibrations or pairing rota-
tions [3, 4], which are associated with the pair correlation. It has been established that the
two-neutron transfer amplitude is influenced by collective modes caused by the Cooper-pair
superfluidity [2]. In the superfluid nuclei 18O, 206,210Pb, and 114Sn, the Cooper pair with
short range space correlation has been theoretically predicted [5]. The size of the Cooper
pair is estimated to be comparable to the average inter-nucleon distance [5].
Recently, there is a renewal of interest on experimental nucleon pair, alpha cluster, and
more generally multinucleon transfer channels at bombarding energies above and below the
Coulomb barriers [6–8]. The effect of correlations between nucleons on the nuclear breakup
or decay mechanism has been studied both experimentally and theoretically [9–14]. Studies
of pairing effects in both finite nuclei and nuclear matter have intensified interests in the
recent years [15–26]. Attention has been paid to the properties of the pair correlation in the
neutron-rich nuclei with the neutron skin and the neutron halo [27–30]. The (p,t) reactions
on light-mass neutron-rich nuclei such as 6,8He and 11Li point out the importance of the pair
correlations in these typical halo or skin nuclei. The experimental signatures of a spatial
two-neutron correlation or the di-neutron correlation between two weakly bound neutrons
forming the halo in 6,8He and 11Li have been reported in Refs. [31–35]. There exists also
several studies demonstrating enhancement of the pair correlation in the nuclear surface and
exterior regions of the neutron-rich nuclei [18–21, 23, 36, 37]. A possible link between the
pair transfer and the surface enhancement of the pairing in medium and heavy neutron-rich
nuclei has been suggested in Ref. [38] and more recently discussed in [20–23, 39] It has been
argued in Ref. [18] that the pair transfer can be a possible probe of different models of the
pairing interaction. In literature [40], the origin of the small size of Cooper pair on the
nuclear surface is still under discussions. It can be a consequence of the enhanced pairing
correlations or of the finiteness of the single-particle wave functions.
A strong spatial correlation between the nucleons gives rise to specific features like dineu-
tron or alpha clustering formation and to the possibility of a contribution to the transfer
from the simultaneous one-step pair transfer mechanism. By describing the capture (fu-
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sion) reactions at sub-barrier energies within the quantum diffusion approach, we want to
demonstrate indirectly the strong dineutron spatial correlations in the surface region of sta-
ble nuclei. We will consider the capture reactions with the negative one-neutron transfer
(Q1n < 0) and the positive two-neutron transfer (Q2n > 0) (before crossing the Coulomb
barrier), where the one-step neutron pair transfer is expected to be dominant. The study
of this process is one of the important points in the understanding of pairing correlations
in nuclei. The distinction between two-step sequential and one-step cluster transfer is a
great challenge, not only in nuclear physics but also in electron transfer between ions or
atomic cluster collisions [2]. Note that the capture (fusion) reaction following the neutron
pair transfer is the indirect way of the study of pairing effects.
II. MODEL
In the quantum diffusion approach [41–44] the collisions of nuclei are treated in terms of
a single collective variable: the relative distance between the colliding nuclei. The nuclear
deformation effects are taken into consideration through the dependence of the nucleus-
nucleus potential on the deformations and mutual orientations of the colliding nuclei. Our
approach takes into account the fluctuation and dissipation effects in the collisions of heavy
ions which model the coupling with various channels (for example, coupling of the relative
motion with the non-collective single-particle excitations and low-lying collective modes such
as dynamical quadrupole and octupole excitations of the target and projectile [45]). We have
to mention that many quantum-mechanical and non-Markovian effects accompanying the
passage through the potential barrier are considered in our formalism [41, 46] through the
friction and diffusion. The two-neutron transfer with the positive Q2n-value was taken into
consideration in [41, 43]. Our assumption is that, just before the projectile is captured by
the target-nucleus (i.e. just before the crossing of the Coulomb barrier), the two-neutron
transfer occurs and can lead to the population of the first excited collective state in the
recipient nucleus [7, 47] (the donor nucleus remains in the ground state). So, the motion
to the N/Z equilibrium starts in the system before the capture because it is energetically
favorable in the dinuclear system in the vicinity of the Coulomb barrier. For the reactions
under consideration, the average change of mass asymmetry is connected to the two-neutron
transfer (2n-transfer). Since after the transfer the mass numbers, the isotopic composition
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and the deformation parameters of the interacting nuclei, and, correspondingly, the height
Vb = V (Rb) [R = Rb is the position of the Coulomb barrier] and shape of the Coulomb barrier
change, one can expect an enhancement or suppression of the capture. If after the neutron
transfer the deformations of interacting nuclei increase (decrease), the capture probability
increases (decreases). When the isotopic dependence of the nucleus-nucleus potential is weak
and after the transfer the deformations of interacting nuclei do not change, there is no effect
of the neutron transfer on the capture. In comparison with Ref. [48], we assume that the
negative transfer Q−values do not play visible role in the capture process. Our scenario was
verified in the description of many reactions [43]. The calculated results for all reactions are
obtained with the same set of parameters as in Refs. [42, 43] and are rather insensitive to
the reasonable variation of them. One should note that the diffusion models, which include
quantum statistical effects, were also treated in Refs. [49–51].
The capture cross section is the sum of the partial capture cross sections [41–43]
σcap(Ec.m.) =
∑
J
σcap(Ec.m., J) =
= piλ2
∑
J
(2J + 1)
∫ pi/2
0
dθ1 sin(θ1)
∫ pi/2
0
dθ2 sin(θ2)Pcap(Ec.m., J, θ1, θ2), (1)
where λ2 = ~2/(2µEc.m.) is the reduced de Broglie wavelength, µ = m0A1A2/(A1 + A2) is
the reduced mass (m0 is the nucleon mass), and the summation is over the possible values
of the angular momentum J at a given bombarding energy Ec.m.. Knowing the potential of
the interacting nuclei for each orientation with the angles θi(i = 1, 2), one can obtain the
partial capture probability Pcap which is defined by the probability to penetrate the potential
barrier in the relative distance coordinate R at a given J . The value of Pcap is obtained by
integrating the propagator G from the initial state (R0, P0) at time t = 0 to the final state
(R,P ) at time t (P is the momentum):
Pcap = lim
t→∞
∫ rin
−∞
dR
∫
∞
−∞
dP G(R,P, t|R0, P0, 0)
= lim
t→∞
1
2
erfc
[
−rin +R(t)√
ΣRR(t)
]
. (2)
Here, rin is an internal turning point. The second line in (2) is obtained by using the propaga-
tor G = pi−1| detΣ−1|1/2 exp(−qTΣ−1q) (qT = [qR, qP ], qR(t) = R−R(t), qP (t) = P −P (t),
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R(t = 0) = R0, P (t = 0) = P0, Σkk′(t) = 2qk(t)qk′(t), Σkk′(t = 0) = 0, k, k
′ = R,P ) cal-
culated for an inverted oscillator which approximates the nucleus-nucleus potential V in
the variable R. At given Ec.m. and J , the classical action is calculated for the realistic
nucleus-nucleus potential. Then the realistic nucleus-nucleus potential is replaced by an
inverted oscillator which has the same barrier height and classical action. So, the frequency
ω(Ec.m., J) of this oscillator is set to obtain an equality of the classical actions in the approx-
imated and realistic potentials. The action is calculated in the WKB approximation which
is the accurate at the sub-barrier energies. Usually in the literature the parabolic approxi-
mation with Ec.m.-independent ω is employed which is not accurate at the deep sub-barrier
energies. Our approximation is well justified for the reactions and energy range considered
here [41–43]. Finally, one can find the expression for the capture probability:
Pcap =
1
2
erfc
[(
pis1(γ − s1)
2~µ(ω20 − s
2
1)
)1/2
µω20R0/s1 + P0
[γ ln(γ/s1)]
1/2
]
, (3)
where γ is the internal-excitation width, ω20 = ω
2{1 − ~λ˜γ/[µ(s1 + γ)(s2 + γ)]} is the
renormalized frequency in the Markovian limit, the value of λ˜ is related to the strength of
linear coupling in the coordinates between collective and internal subsystems. The non-
Markovian effects appear in the calculations through γ. Here, ~γ=15 MeV. The si are the
real roots (s1 ≥ 0 > s2 ≥ s3) of the following equation [41–43]:
(s+ γ)(s2 − ω20) + ~λ˜γs/µ = 0. (4)
As shown in Refs. [41, 42], the nuclear forces start to play a role at Rint = Rb + 1.1 fm
where the nucleon density of the colliding nuclei approximately reaches 10% of the saturation
density. If the value of rex corresponding to the external turning point is larger than the
interaction radius Rint, we take R0 = rex and P0 = 0 in Eq. (3). For rex < Rint, it is natural
to start our treatment with R0 = Rint and P0 defined by the kinetic energy at R = R0. In
this case the friction hinders the classical motion to proceed towards smaller values of R. If
P0 = 0 at R0 > Rint, the friction almost does not play a role in the transition through the
barrier. Thus, two regimes of interaction at sub-barrier energies differ by the action of the
nuclear forces and the role of friction at R = rex.
To calculate the nucleus-nucleus interaction potential V (R), we use the procedure de-
scribed in Refs. [41–43, 52]. For the nuclear part of the nucleus-nucleus potential, the
double-folding formalism with the Skyrme-type density-dependent effective nucleon-nucleon
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interaction is used. The parameters of the potential were adjusted to describe the experi-
mental data at energies above the Coulomb barrier corresponding to spherical nuclei. The
absolute values of the quadrupole deformation parameters β2 of even-even deformed nuclei
and of the first excited collective states of nuclei were taken from Ref. [53]. For the nuclei
deformed in the ground state, the β2 in the first excited collective state is similar to the β2
in the ground state. For the double magic nuclei, we take β2 = 0 in the ground state. For
the rest of nuclei, we used the ground-state quadrupole deformation parameters extracted
in Ref. [43] from a comparison of the calculated capture cross sections with the existing
experimental data.
III. INFLUENCE OF NEUTRON PAIR TRANSFER ON CAPTURE
The choice of the projectile-target combination is crucial in the understanding of pair
transfer phenomenon in the capture process. In the capture reactions with Q1n < 0 and
Q2n > 0, the two-step sequential transfer is almost closed before capture. So, choosing
properly the reaction combination, one can reduce the successive transfer in the process.
For the systems studied, one can make unambiguous statements regarding the neutron
transfer process with a positive Q2n value when the interacting nuclei are double magic
or semimagic nuclei. In this case one can disregard the strong nuclear deformation effects
before the neutron transfer.
In Figs. 1 and 2 the calculated capture cross sections for the reactions 40Ca + 48Ca
(Q1n = −1.6 MeV, Q2n = 2.6 MeV),
40Ca + 116Sn (Q1n = −1.2 MeV, Q2n = 2.8 MeV),
40Ca
+ 124Sn (Q1n = −0.1 MeV, Q2n = 5.4 MeV),
58Ni + 64Ni (Q1n = −0.66 MeV, Q2n = 3.9
MeV), and 64Ni + 132Sn (Q1n = −1.21 MeV, Q2n = 2.5 MeV) are in a good agreement
with the available experimental data [54–57]. In all reactions 1n-neutron transfer is closed
(Q1n < 0) and Q2n-values for the 2n-transfer processes are positive. Thus, the 2n-neutron
transfer is more important for a good description of the experimental data than the 1n-
neutron transfer. The influence of the 2n-neutron transfer on the capture cross section occurs
due to the change of the isotopic composition and the deformations of the reaction part-
ners. The 2n-transfer indirectly influence the quadrupole deformation of the nuclei. When
after the neutron transfer (just before the crossing of the Coulomb barrier) in the reactions
40Ca(β2 = 0)+
48Ca(β2 = 0)→
42Ca(β2 = 0.247)+
46Ca(β2 = 0),
40Ca(β2 = 0)+
116Sn(β2 =
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FIG. 1: The calculated (lines) and experimental (symbols) [54, 55] capture cross sections vs Ec.m.
for the reactions 40Ca+48Ca (a) and 40Ca+116,124Sn (b). The calculated capture cross sections
without taking into account the neutron pair transfer are shown by dotted lines.
0.112)→42Ca(β2 = 0.247)+
114Sn(β2 = 0.121),
40Ca(β2 = 0)+
124Sn(β2 = 0.095)→
42Ca(β2 =
0.247)+122Sn(β2 = 0.104),
58Ni(β2 = 0.05)+
64Ni(β2 = 0.087)→
60Ni(β2 = 0.207)+
62Ni(β2 =
0.087), and 64Ni(β2 = 0.087)+
132Sn(β2 = 0)→
66Ni(β2 = 0.158)+
130Sn(β2 = 0) the defor-
mations of nuclei increase, the values of the corresponding Coulomb barriers decrease. As
a result, the two-neutron transfer enhances the capture process in these reactions at the
sub-barrier energies. The enhancement becomes stronger with decreasing bombarding en-
ergy (Figs. 1 and 2). Previously, the importance of the neutron pair transfer in the capture
(fusion) process was stressed in Refs. [48, 58, 59].
Since Q1n < 0 in these reactions, the enhancement arises not from the coherent successive
transfer of two single neutrons, but from the direct transfer of one spatially correlated pair
(the simultaneous transfer of two neutrons). Our results show that the capture (fusion) cross
section of the reactions under consideration can be described by assuming the preformed
dineutron-like clusters in the ground state of the nuclei 48Ca, 64Ni, and 116,124,132Sn. Note
that the strong spatial two-neutron correlation and the strong surface enhancement of the
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FIG. 2: The same as in Fig. 1, but for the reactions 58Ni+64Ni (a) and 64Ni+132Sn (b). The
experimental data are from Refs. [56, 57].
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FIG. 3: The same as in Fig. 1, but for the reactions 32S+106Pd (a) and 32S+104Pd (b). The
experimental data are from Ref. [58].
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FIG. 4: The same as in Fig. 1, but for the reactions 32S+104Ru (a) and 32S+102Ru (b). The
experimental data are from Ref. [58].
neutron pairing in the cases of a slab, a semi-infinite nuclear matter, and the finite superfluid
nuclei are well known and it is well established that nuclear superfluidity of the Cooper pairs
is mainly a surface effect [5, 17, 20].
Our calculations also show that the neutron pair transfer has to be taken
into consideration in the description of the reactions 58Ni+112,114,116,118,120Sn,
32S+94,96Mo,100,102,104Ru,104,106,108Pd, and 18O+112,118,124Sn (for example, see Figs. 3
and 4) [43]. In Figs. 3 and 4 one can see that after neutron pair transfer in the
reactions 32S(β2 = 0.312)+
106Pd(β2 = 0.229)→
34S(β2 = 0.252)+
104Pd(β2 = 0.209),
32S(β2 = 0.312)+
104Pd(β2 = 0.209)→
34S(β2 = 0.252)+
102Pd(β2 = 0.196)
or 32S(β2 = 0.312)+
104Ru(β2 = 0.271)→
34S(β2 = 0.252)+
102Ru(β2 = 0.24),
32S(β2 = 0.312)+
102Ru(β2 = 0.24)→
34S(β2 = 0.252)+
100Ru(β2 = 0.215) the deforma-
tions of the nuclei decrease and the values of the corresponding Coulomb barriers increase
and, respectively, the capture cross sections decrease at the sub-barrier energies. These
results indicate again the strong spatial two-neutron correlations in the surface of the stable
nuclei 18O, 94,96Mo, 100,102,104Ru, 104,106,108Pd, and 112,114,116,118,120Sn. Since the dominance of
the dineutron-like clusters is found in the surface of double magic, semimagic, and nonmagic
nuclei, one can conclude that this effect is general for all stable and radioactive nuclei.
One can make unambiguous statements regarding the neutron pair transfer process in the
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FIG. 5: The calculated capture cross section vs Ec.m. − Vb for the reactions
58Ni+62Ni (a) 40Ca
+ 64Ni (b). The results with and without taking into consideration the neutron pair transfer are
shown by solid and dotted lines, respectively.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) The calculated one- (symbols connecting by solid lines) and two-neutron
(symbols connecting by dotted lines) transfer probabilities vs B0 − Ec.m. for the reactions
40Ca+116Sn (circles), 40Ca+124Sn (triangles), and 40Ca+130Sn (squares).
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Focus on the calculated one- (black filled triangles), two-(blue filled squares)
and three-(red filled circles) neutron transfer probabilities as a function of B0 −Ec.m. for the reac-
tions 40Ca+116Sn (a), 40Ca+124Sn (b), and 40Ca+130Sn (c). In each case, the gray area indicates
the energy region where the two-particle channel dominates.
reactions 40Ca + 62Ni (Q1n = −2.23 MeV, Q2n = 1.43 MeV),
40Ca + 64Ni (Q1n = −1.29
MeV, Q2n = 3.45 MeV),
40Ca + 114Sn (Q1n = −1.94 MeV, Q2n = 1.8 MeV),
40Ca + 118Sn
(Q1n = −1.55 MeV, Q2n = 3.56 MeV),
40Ca + 120Sn (Q1n = −0.75 MeV, Q2n = 4.25
MeV), 40Ca + 122Sn (Q1n = −0.45 MeV, Q2n = 4.86 MeV),
58Ni + 62Ni (Q1n = −1.6
MeV, Q2n = 1.94 MeV),
60Ni + 64Ni (Q1n = −1.84 MeV, Q2n = 1.95 MeV),
64Ni + 128Sn
(Q1n = −1.8 MeV, Q2n = 1.6 MeV), and
64Ni + 130Sn (Q1n = −1.52 MeV, Q2n = 2.1
MeV). As seen in Fig. 5, there is a considerable difference between the sub-barrier capture
cross sections with and without taking into consideration the neutron pair transfer in these
reactions. After two-neutron transfer, the deformation of light nucleus strongly increases
and the capture cross section enhances. The neutron pair transfer induces the effect of the
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quadrupole deformation in the light nucleus. The study of the capture reactions following
the neutron transfer will provide a good test for the effects of the neutron pair transfer.
IV. NEUTRON PAIR TRANSFER PHENOMENON IN HEAVY-ION SUB-
BARRIER REACTIONS
The Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) plus BCS approach [60, 61] has been recently
used [61] to extract the one-, two-, three-neutrons transfer probabilities (P1n, P2n, P3n)
in heavy-ion scattering reactions. It was shown that, when the energy is well below the
Coulomb barrier, the one-nucleon channel largely dominates. This is further illustrated
here for the reactions 40Ca + 116,124,130Sn that have been discussed above and where the
tin isotopes are superfluid. In Fig. 6, the one- and two-neutron transfer probabilities are
displayed as functions of B0 − Ec.m. for the sub- and near-barrier binary collisions of
40Ca
and tin isotopes. The Coulomb barrier (capture threshold energy) B0 is deduced from the
mean-field transport theory. This barrier are equal to 116.41 ± 0.07 (116Sn), 114.69 ± 0.04
(124Sn) and 113.92± 0.02 (130Sn) MeV. It was found that the calculated B0 are insensitive
to the introduction of pairing and in a good agreement with the barriers extracted from
the experimental data [61]. Note that the presented calculation are shown for the mixed
pairing interaction only. The use of other interaction (surface or volume) leads to similar
conclusions. Figure 6 gives an interesting insight in the one- and two-neutron transfers. As
seen, a strong enhancement of P1n and P2n occurs with increasing bombarding energy. Since
the enhancement of P2n is stronger than that of P1n, these probabilities become close to
each other with decreasing B0−Ec.m.. This is indeed observed experimentally in Refs. [6–8]
where it was found that P2n grows faster than P1n with decreasing B0 − Ec.m. at energy
relatively far below the Coulomb barrier.
In Fig. 7, a closer look is made on the one-, two- and three-neutrons transfer channels
at the vicinity of the Coulomb barrier for the different tin isotopes. In all cases, as the
energy approaches the capture barrier energy, there exist an energy range where P2n > P1n
dominates (shaded area). We also note that the energy windows where the two-nucleon
channel becomes dominant increases as the neutron nucleus become more exotic.
This evidently supports our assumption about important role of the two-neutron trans-
fer (compared to the one-neutron transfer) in the capture process, because in the TDHF
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calculation the scattering trajectory of two heavy ions at energy near the Coulomb barrier
is close to the capture trajectory. Note that in the capture process the system trajectory
crosses the barrier position R = Rb at any energies. The results of our calculations predict
that there is the crossing point of P2n and P1n at energy very close to the Coulomb barrier.
Just before reaching Rb the neutron-pair transfer becomes the dominant channel. Thus,
our assumption about two-neutron transfer before the capture is correct. The transfer more
than two neutrons mainly occurs at R < Rb, i.e., just after the capture.
V. SUMMARY
Within the quantum diffusion approach it turns out that the sub-barrier capture (fusion)
reactions with Q1n < 0 and Q2n > 0 may help us understanding of the neutron pair trans-
fer and of the pair correlation phenomenon on the surface of a nucleus. In these reactions
the main contribution to transfer is due to the dineutron-like cluster component. In the
capture process, the transfer of neutron pair before the crossing of the Coulomb barrier is
a clear signature of the strong correlations between the transferred nucleons and the sur-
face character of pairing interaction. Our results indicate the dominance of the dineutron
structure (of the preformed dineutron-like clusters) in the surface of the stable and unstable
nuclei 18O, 48Ca, 64Ni, 94,96Mo, 100,102,104Ru, 104,106,108Pd, and 112,114,116,118,120,124,132Sn. Mea-
surements of sub-barrier capture cross sections in various reactions can be utilized to study
the role of pairing correlations between the transferred nucleons. The information obtained
from the sub-barrier capture (fusion) reactions is complementary to that obtained from the
two-neutron transfer reactions such as (p,t) or (t,p) and the multinucleon transfer reactions.
Employing the Time-Dependent Hartree-Fock plus BCS approach [61], we demonstrated
the important role of two-neutron transfer channel in the heavy-ion scattering at sub-barrier
energies close to the Coulomb barrier. We suggest the experiments 40Ca + 116,124Sn and 40Ca
+ 48Ca to check our predictions.
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